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Please complete both the comment form and assignment of copyright form and return via email to Kristin.vitello@pmi.org

Thank you for your interest in PMI Standards!
PROJECT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
Assignment of Copyright
of a Work(s) Created by the Project Management Institute, Inc. (hereinafter “PMI”) by and through its Member and Non-Member Volunteers.

I, (hereinafter the “Commentor”) am providing comments and/or recommendations (“Comments”) to the PMI Program/Project identified as The Standard for XXX—YYY Edition - (the “Work”).

Within the meaning of the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 101, et. seq., the Work, as previously described, constitutes a Work for Hire as ordered or commissioned by PMI. Therefore, it is my intent that all Comments or other materials submitted to PMI by me for the Work shall be the property of PMI, and PMI will own the copyright in such Comments. To the extent that the Work, or my Comments, any part thereof does not constitute a Work for Hire, I do hereby transfer and assign all worldwide copyright interest(s) in the Comments to PMI for the life of such copyright interests.

I warrant that I am the author of the Comments submitted by me and that, to the best of my knowledge, the Comments are original and not in the public domain; do not violate, or infringe upon, any existing copyright, common law literary right, privacy right, or any other proprietary right of PMI or any third party; do not libel any other person, organization, or entity; and do not contain material that is obscene or otherwise contrary to law. If the Comments contain copyrighted material owned by a third party, then I agree to obtain written permission from the copyright owner to use the copyrighted material in the Work and shall promptly deliver such written permission to PMI.

I represent and warrant that I own all rights granted hereunder free of any liens or encumbrances, that I have full power and authority to enter into this Assignment, and do so voluntarily. If I am an employee of any government, including, but not limited, to the United States of America and the United Kingdom, and the Comments were created by me in that capacity, this Assignment shall only be effective to the extent it is allowable under any such government's applicable laws or regulations. I understand that, from the date of this Assignment forward, the copyright(s) to the Comments created by me or to be created by me, is/are owned, and will be owned, in perpetuity, solely by the Project Management Institute, Inc.

The term “Comments” means any comments, recommendations or other feedback provided by me to PMI. PMI grants the Commentor a non-exclusive license to use the Commentor’s contribution to the full Work(s) at no cost, provided that PMI copyright is properly acknowledged and no PMI endorsement is implied. PMI reserves the right to decline to publish all or part of the Work or any Comments submitted by me, for any reason.
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☐ By checking this box I agree to the above.